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death? What do I care? My place is here. I've been here from the beginning
of time. In the German proverb woman is synonymous with Kiiche, Kinder,
Kirche. I wandered astray through classrooms, streets, offices, cafes, wasting
my time on skills that now I 'must forget in order to acquire others. For
example, choosing the menu. How could one carry out such an arduous
task without the cooperation of society-of all history? On a special shelf,
just right for my height, my guardian spirits are lined up, those acclaimed
jugglers that reconcile the most irreducible contradictions among the pages
of their recipe books: slimness and gluttony, pleasing appearance and econ
omy, speed and succulence.With their infinite combinations: slimness and
economy, speed and pleasing appearance, succulence and .. . What can
you suggest to me for today's meal, 0 experienced housewife, inspiration
of mothers here and gone, voice of tradition, clamoring secret of the su
permarkets? I open a book at random and read: "Don Quijote's Dinner."
Very literary but not very satisfying, because Don Quijote was not famous
.is a gourmet but as a bumbler. Although a more profound analysis of the
text reveals etc., etc., etc. Ugh! More ink has flowed about that character
than water under bridges. "Fowl Center-Face." Esoteric. Whose face?
Does the face of someone or something have a center? If it does, it must
not be very appetizing. "Bigos Roumanian." Well, just who do you think
you're talking to? If I knew what tarragon or ananas were I wouldn't be
consulting this book, because I'd know a lot of other things, too. If you
had the slightest sense of reality, you yourself or any of your colleagues
would take the trouble to write a dictionary of technical terms, edit a few
prolegomena, invent a propaedeutic to make the difficult culinary art ac
cessible to the lay person. But you all start from the assumption that we're
all in on the secret and you limit yourselves to stating it. I, at least, solemnly
declare that I am not, and never have been, in on either this or any other
secret you share.I never understood anything about anything.You observe
the symptoms: I stand here like an imbecile, in an impeccable and neutral
kitchen, wearing the apron that I usurp in order to give a pretense of
efficiency and of which I will be shamefully but justly stripped.
I open the refrigerator drawer that proclaims "Meat" and extract a pack
age that I cannot recognize under its icy coating. I thaw it in hot water,
revealing the title without which I never would have identified the con
tents: Fancy Beef Broil. Wonderful. A plain and wholesome dish. But
since it doesn't mean resolving an antinomy or proposing an axiom, it
doesn't appeal to me.
Moreover, it's not simply an excess of logic that inhibits my hunger.It's
also the appearance of it, frozen stiff; it's the color that shows now that I've
ripped open the package. Red, as if it were just about to start bleeding.
Our backs were that same color, my husband and I, after our orgiastic
sunbathing on the beaches of Acapulco. He could afford the luxury of
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"behaving like the man he is" and stretch out face down to avoid rubbing
his painful skin ...But I, self-sacrificing little Mexican wife, born like a
dove to the nest, smiled like Cuauhtemoc under torture on the rack when
he said, "My bed is not made of roses," and fell silent. Face up, I bore not
only my own weight but also his on top of me. The classic position for
making love.And I moaned, from the tearing and the pleasure.The classic
moan. Myths, myths.
The best part (for my sunburn at least) was when he fell asleep.Under
my fingertips-not very sensitive due to prolonged contact with typewriter
keys-the nylon of my bridal nightgown slipped away in a fraudulent
attempt to look like lace. I played with the tips of the buttons and those
other ornaments that make whoever wears them seem so feminine in the
late night darkness. The whiteness of my clothes, deliberate, repetitive,
immodestly symbolic, was temporarily abolished.Perhaps at some moment
it managed to accomplish its purpose beneath the light and the glance of
those eyes that are now overcome by fatigue.
Eyelids close and behold, once again, exile.An enom1ous sandy expanse
with ·no juncture other than the sea, whose movement suggests paralysis,
with no invitation except that of the cliff to suicide.
But that's a lie. I'm not the dream that dreams in a dream that dreams;
I'm not the reflection of an image in a glass; I'm not annihilated by the
closing off of a consciousness or of all possible consciousness. I go on living
a dense, viscous, turbid life even though the man at my side and the one
far away ignore me, forget me, postpone me, abandon me, fall out of love
with me.
I, too, ,1111 a consciousness that can dose itself off, abandon someone,
and expose him to annihilation. I ...The meat, under the sprinkling of
salt, has toned down some of its offensive redness and now it seems more
tolerable, more familiar to me. It's that piece I saw a thousand times with
out realizing it, when I used to pop in to tell the cook that ...
We weren't born together. Our meeting was due to accident. A happy
one? It's still too soon to say. We met by chance at an exhibition, a
lecture, a film. We ran into each other in the elevator; he gave me his seat
on the tram; a guard interrupted our perplexed and parallel contemplation
of the giraffe because it was time to close the zoo. Someont', he or I, it's
all the same, asked the stupid but indispensable question: Do you work or
�tudy? A harn1ony of interests and of good intentions, a show of"serious"
intentions. A year ;igo I hadn't the slightest idea of his existence and now
I'm lying close to him with our thighs entwined, damp with sweat and
�emen. l could get up without waking him, walk barefoot to the shower.
To purify myself? I feel no revulsion. I pr,efer to believe th;it what links
him to me is something as easy to wipe away as a secretion and not as
terrible as a sacrament.
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So I remain still, breathing rhythmically to imitate drowsiness, my in
somnia the only spinster's jewel I've kept and I'm inclined to keep until
death.
Beneath the brief deluge of pepper the meat seems to have gone gray.
I banish this sign of aging by nibbing it as though I were trying to penetrate
the surface and impregnate its thickness with flavors, because I lost my old
name and I still can't get used to the new one, which is not mine either.
When some employee pages me in the lobby of the hotel I remain deaf
with that vague uneasiness that is the prelude to recognition. Who could
that person be who doesn't answer? It could be something urgent, serious,
a matter of life or death. The caller goes away without leaving a clue, a
message, or even the possibility of another meeting. Is it anxiety that presses
against my heart? No, it's his hand pressing on my shoulder and his lips
smiling at me in benevolent mockery, more like a sorcerer than a master.
So then, I accept, as we head toward the bar (my peeling shoulder feels
like it's on fire) that it's true that in my contact or collision with him I've
undergone a profound metamorphosis. I didn't know and now I know; I
didn't fed and now I do feel; I wasn't and now I am.
It should be left to sit for a while. Until it reaches room temperature,
until it's steeped in the flavors that I've rubbed into it. l have the feeling I
didn't know how to calculate very well and that I've bought a piece that's
too big for the two of us-for me, because I'm lazy, not a carnivore; for
him, fi.)r aesthetic reasons because he's watching his waistline. Almost all
of it will be left over! Yes, I already know that I shouldn't worry: one of
the good fairies that hovers over me is going to come to my rescue and
explain how one uses leftovers. It's a mistake, anyhow. You don't start
married lite in such a sordid way. I'm afraid that you also don't start it with
a dish as dull as broilt:d beef
Thanks, I murmur, while I wipe my lips with a corner of the napkin.
Thanks for the transparent cocktail glass, and for the submerged olive.
Thanks for letting me out of the cage of one sterile routine only to lock
me into the cage of another, a routine which according to all purposes and
possibilities must be fruitful. Thanks for giving me the chance to show off
a long gown with a train, for helping me walk up the aisle of the church,
carried away by the organ music. Thanks for ...
How long will it take to be done? Well, that shouldn't worry me too
much because it has to be put on the grill at the last minute. It takes very
little time, according to the cookbook. How long is little? Fifteen minutes?
Ten? Five? Naturally the text doesn't specify. It presupposes an intuition
which, according to my sex, I'm supposed to possess but I don't, a sense I
was born without that would allow me to gauge the precise minute the
meat is done.
And what about you? Don't you have anything to thank me for? You've
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embrace, we'll disappear and the words "The End" will appear on the
screen.
What's the matter? The meat is shrinking. No, I'm not seeing things;
I'm not wrong. You can see the mark of its original size by the outline
that it left on the grill. It was only a little bit bigger. Good! Maybe it will
be just the right size for our appetites.
In my next movie I'd like them to give me a different part.The white
sorceress in a savage village? No, today I don't feel much inclined to either
heroism or danger. Better a famous woman (a fashion designer or some
thing like that), rich and independent. who lives by herself in an apartment
in New York. Paris, or London. Her occasional ,!fl;1ircs entert.1in her bm
do not change her. She's not sentimental. After a breakup scene she lights
a cigarette and surveys the urban scenery through the picture window of
her studio.
Ah, the color of the meat looks much better now. only raw in a few
obstinate places. But the rest is browned and gives off a delicious aroma.
Will it be enough for the two of us? It looks very small to me.
If! got dressed up now I'd try on one of those drt·sses from my trousseau
.ind go out. What would happen. hmmmm? Maybe an okkr man with a
.-ar would pick me up. Mature. Retired. The only kind who c.m atli.Hd to
he on the make at this time of day.
What the devil's going on? This damned meat is starting to give off
horrible black smoke! I should have turned it over! Burned on one side.
Well, thank goodness it has another one.
Miss, if you will :,llow me ... Mrs.! And I'm warning you. my husband
1, very jealous....Then he shouldn't kt you go out alont·. You 're a temp1.1tion to any passerby. Nobody in this world says passl·rby. Pedestrian?
1 >nly the newspapers when they report accidents. You 're a temptation for
.,11yone.Mean-ing-ti.11 silence.The glances of a sphinx. The older man is
lllllowing me at a sate distance. Better for him. Better for me, because on
die corner-uh, oh-my husband, who's spying on me and who never
1,·aves me alone morning, noon, or night, who suspects everything and
,·\·erybody, Your Honor. It's impossible to live this way, I want a divorce.
Now what? This piece of mt·at's mother never told it that it was meat
.111d ought to act like it. It's curling up like a corkscrew pastry. Anyhow. I
, l11n't know where all that smoke can be coming from if I turned the stove
, o1r ages ago. Of course, Dear Abby, what one must do now is open the
._ 111dow, plug in the ventilator so it won ·c be smdly when my husband
.,..,� here. And I'll so cutely run right out to greet him at the door with
111\· best dress on, my best smile, and my warmest invitation to eat out.
It's a thought. We'll look at the restaurant menu while that miserable
, .,, ..-e of charred meat lies hidden at the bottom of the garbage pail. I'll be
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careful not to mention the incident because I'd be considered a somewhat
irresponsible wife, with frivolous tendencies but not mentally retarded.
This is the initial public image that I project and I've got to maintain it
even though it isn't accurate.
There's another possibility. Don't open the window, don't turn on the
ventilator, don't throw the meat in the garbage. When my husband gets
here let him smell it like the ogres in all the stories and tell him that no, it
doesn't smell of human flesh here, but of useless woman. I'll exaggerate
my compunction so he can be magnanimous. After all, what's happened
is so nonnal! What newlywed doesn't do the same thing that I've done?
When we visit my mother-in-law, who is still at the stage of not attacking
me because she doesn't know my weak points yet, she'll tell me her own
experiences. The time, for example, when her husband asked her to fix
coddled eggs and she took him literally ...ha, ha. Did that stop her from
becoming a fabulous widow, I mean a fabulous cook? Because she was
widowed much later and for other reasons. After that she gave free rein to
her maternal instincts and spoiled everything with all her pampering ...
No, he's not going to find it the least bit amusing. He's going to say
that I got distracted, that it's the height of carelessness and, yes, conde
scendingly, I'm going to accept his accusations.
But it isn't true, it isn't. I was watching the meat all the time, watching
how a series of very odd things happened to it. Saint Theresa was right
when she said that God is in the stewpots.Or matter is energy or whatever
it's called now.
Let's backtrack. First there's the piece of meat, one color, one shape,
one size. Then it changes, looks even nicer and you feel very happy.Then
it starts changing again and now it doesn't look so nice. It keeps changing
and changing and changing and you just can't tell when you should stop
it.Because if I leave this piece of meat on the grill indefinitely, it will bum
to a crisp till nothing is left of it. So that piece of meat that gave the
impression of being so solid and real no longer exists.
So? My husband also gives the impression of being solid and real when
we're together, when I touch him, when I see him. He certainly changes
and I change too, although so slowly that neither of us realizes it.Then he
goes off and suddenly becomes a memory and ... Oh, no, I'm not going
to fall into that trap; the one about the invented character' and the invented
narrator and the invented anecdote. Besides, it's not the consequence that
licitly follows from the meat episode.
The meat hasn't stopped existing. It has undergone a series of meta
morphoses. And the fact that it ceases to be perceptible for the senses doc�
not mean that the cycle is concluded but that it has taken the quantum
leap. It will go on operating on other levels. On the level of my con-

